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It is known today that more than 61% of human pathogens are zoonotic, representing 75% of all emerging
pathogens during the past decade, presenting an increasing a matter of concern, particularly in modern days
where global warming keeps is causing climatic conditions conducive to the introduction of exotic infectious
agents or disease vectors in new territories. This book compiles studies that approach a myriad of zoonotic
infectious diseases and their complex mechanisms. This is a brief but in-depth collection that showcases the
need to address health at the animal-human-environment interface, in a One Health perspective.
From huge hairy spiders and slimy black slugs, to darting dragonflies and spindly stick insects, there are
around 100 bugs hiding on every double-page of this book. Each beautifully illustrated picture puzzle shows a
different part of the world, packed with the tiny creatures that live there.
Charmingly illustrated by Sophia Touliatou, this picture book takes readers on a colourful tour through the
world of numbers, from one full moon to a hundred twinkling stars. There are number patterns, picture
puzzles and lots of extra things to spot along the way. Things to count are grouped together so that children
can begin counting, adding and multiplying in concrete terms before moving onto abstract calculations.
Including Related Teaching Materials K-12
Vegetal Politics
Children's Books in Print 1982-1983
Book of Abstracts of the 62nd Annual Meeting of the European Association for Animal Production
Achieving Sustainable Effectiveness
Wastewater: the untapped resource

All the residents of 32 Pebbly Lane lead mostly unextraordinary lives...Except for Louis the Lemur. He's a sleepwalker!
After his night-time antics cause mischief, his friends decide to follow him one night, with hilarious consequences.
Peorth is back! But not back to normal. The appearance of her adorable child form receiving sensitive guffaws and
considerate mocking from certain of the less mature goddesses in the household has returned, but having a new little kid
around for Belldandy to try and dress is certainly cute, the sawn-off Fourth Goddess is not amused — especially when
she realizes Velsper, the demon who put her into this short situation, is now himself a tiny black kitten who can't change
Peorth back — no matter how much she shakes and throttles him! But Velsper does know someone who
could⋯whispering to her the dread name of⋯Hild! Yes, Hild! Chief of the demon realm! Big shot of the regions below!
Why is it no surprise Urd's known her since she was a little girl? In fa-a-a-ct⋯
Reveals the author's tricks and tips to achieve a unique look at home from aranging pillowscapes and consoles to adding
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eccentric objects and artwork.
Look Inside Animal Homes
Forthcoming Books
Subject Guide to Children's Books In Print, 1996
Books in Print
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2003
Count to 100
This Book of Abstracts is the main publication of the 64th Annual Meeting of the European Federation for
Animal Science 2013 in Nantes, France. It contains abstracts of the invited papers and contributed
presentations. The meeting addressed subjects relating to science and innovation. Important problems were
also discussed during the sessions of EAAP's nine Commissions: Animal Genetics, Animal Nutrition, Animal
Management and Health, Animal Physiology, Cattle Production, Sheep and Goat Production, Pig Production,
Horse Production and Livestock Farming Systems.
With only 5,000 surviving, the African wild dog (Lycaon pictus) is one of the world's most endangered large
carnivores--and one of the most remarkable. This comprehensive portrait of wild dogs incorporates previously
scattered information with important new findings from a six-year study in Tanzania's Selous Game Reserve,
Africa's largest protected area. The book emphasizes ecology, concentrating on why wild dogs fare poorly in
protected areas that maintain healthy populations of lions, hyenas, or other top carnivores. In addition to
conservation issues, it covers fascinating aspects of wild dog behavior and social evolution. The Creels use
demographic, behavioral, endocrine, and genetic approaches to examine how and why nonbreeding pack
mates help breeding pairs raise their litters. They also present the largest data set ever collected on
mammalian predator-prey interactions and the evolution of cooperative hunting, allowing them to account for
wild dogs' prowess as hunters. By using a large sample size and sophisticated analytical tools, the authors
step well beyond previous research. Their results include some surprises that will cause even specialists to
rethink certain propositions, such as the idea that wild dogs are unusually vulnerable to infectious disease.
Several findings apply broadly to the management of other protected areas. Of clear appeal to ecologists
studying predation and cooperation in any population, this book collects and expands a cache of information
useful to anyone studying conservation as well as to amateurs intrigued by the once-maligned but
extraordinary wild dog.
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From elephants in the Serengeti to sloths in the Amazon and bullfrogs in the Florida swamps, this book is
teeming with animals to find and habitats to explore. Designed to help children develop skills in reading,
counting, matching and identification this wonderful puzzle back also includes a world map and fascinating
facts. Part of a bestselling series of picture puzzle books. Helps readers and pre-readers learn to count, match
and identify. Includes an information section with facts about sea creatures, habitats and food webs.
1001 Animals to Spot
Music and Culture in the Middle Ages and Beyond
Stavanger, Norway, 29 August - 2 September 2011
Paperbound Books in Print
A Day in the Rainforest Canopy
Living territories to transform the world
"Peek inside the sea to find out all about life in the oceans, from fish to seaweed, and be amazed at the diversity and beauty of the underwater
world. "
"Inspired by one of Mexico's most iconic painters, this book will introduce your little ones to their first English and Spanish numbers and
words"--page [4] of cover.
Today it’s sports day in the sun. But do you think that Pete can run? Ever since Pete tripped over his long legs and enormous feet, he refuses
to run races with the other monsters. But what happens when Jamie Lee gets stuck in the mud down the well? It will take a special someone to
help rescue her! Welcome to the School of Monsters: the funniest, silliest and most accessible series for first readers! Start by reading only the
last word on every line and work your way up to reading the whole story. With tumbling rhymes and an infectious sense of humour, the weird
and wonderful students at the School of Monsters are guaranteed to spark a love of reading!
Book of Abstracts of the 64th Annual Meeting of the European Association for Animal Production
Behavior, Ecology, and Conservation
Liturgy, Sources, Symbolism
Corporate Stewardship
Orangutan
El Lémur Soñador

"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of
that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an
excerpt
Reports show that reading or being read to for ten minutes every day will significantly improve children's reading skills. This short
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story collection supports this - each story taking about ten minutes to read. Ideal for sharing with younger children; as children learn
to read on their own they can tackle these simple stories on their own. The ten well-loved tales, include The Billy Goats Gruff, Chicken
Licken and The Jungle Book. Full of humour, adventure and endearing animal characters, these stories will delight young children
everywhere. Each fully illustrated story has been retold for young readers and bound together in a lovely hardback edition which
children will be proud to own and read. Part of Usborne's amazing selection of story books for young children. Previous titles in the '10
Ten-Minutes' series include: '10 Ten-Minute Stories', ISBN: 9781409596745; '10 More Ten-Minute Stories', ISBN: 9781474922067; '10
Ten-Minute Fairy Tales', ISBN: 9781474938037; '10 Ten-Minute Bedtime Stories', ISBN: 9781474938044.
This book follows five animal friends who have just started school to provide a gentle and humorous introduction to the school day,
from getting dressed in the morning to home time. This is all carefully interspersed with early years educational concepts such as
shapes, colours, opposites, numbers, weather and seasons, senses, nature words and letter recognition.
Books in Print Supplement
10 Ten-Minute Stories
Counting with Frida / Contando con Frida (Lil' Libros: English - Spanish)
A Bilingual Counting Book
KWIC Index to the Science Abstracts of China
The United Nations world water development report, 2017
Lift the flaps to discover where different animals make their homes, up high in trees, down deep under the ground, or under the sea in a
coral reef. Find out how animals in the freezing cold Arctic keep themselves warm, and those in scorching deserts stay cool. It's also
surprising to learn how many animals live inside your cosy home with you... An interactive yet informative book about where different
animals live. With over 80 flaps, children can discover how different animals make, build or seek out their homes. Investigates lots of
different habitats and animal types, including insects such as bees, wasps and ants. Ideal for school studies and fun to dip into for pleasure.
Peep under chunky flaps and through holes in the pages to discover hungry sharks, giant whales, deep-sea jellyfish and even a shy sea
dragon. Simple text gives information for young readers, and flaps and peep holes encourage their exploration of the marvellous underwater
world. Illustrations:Full colour throughout
This beautifuly illustrated picture word book contains 199 images of prehistoric creatures to look at and talk about. A neat and practical
format, in durable board. Part of the '199 Things' series, which includes '199 Things under the sea' and '199 Animals'.
Peek Inside the Sea
199 Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Animals
1001 Things to Spot on the Farm
Curly the Pig
The Sea
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Investigation and Management of Disease in Wild Animals
When Curly the pig cannot be found in the pen with the other pigs, the farmer and her children look everywhere for him. On
board pages.
A treasury of short stories, carefully selected because they make speedy bedtime reads. Each of these ten traditional tales
each take just ten minutes to read aloud. For sharing with younger children; as children learn to read on their own they can
tackle these simple stories on their own. Studies have shown that reading for just ten minutes a day can massively improve
children's literacy; this collection of stories will inspire children to do that and more. Ten stories from the Usborne Reading
Programme - each retold for young readers and fully illustrated - are bound together in a beautiful gift edition which children
will be proud to own and read. Part of a collectible series of illustrated story collections from Usborne, including 'Illustrated
Stories for Bedtime' and 'Five-minute Bedtime Stories'.
Stewardship entails a profound understanding and acceptance of the challenges that result from the organization’s
interdependence with the societal and ecological contexts in which it operates—and of what it takes to embrace the challenges
to be a force for building a viable future. This book dares to ask ‘why’ business leaders should embrace stewardship in the
current market where profit reigns supreme. A shift in approach represents fundamental change for the corporate world, and
even the most advanced corporations consider themselves to be in the starting block of this transition. The book sets out the
practical ways in which corporate stewardship can be achieved through embedding new approaches across the different
functions of a business. This book, written by the leading thinkers in sustainability research, provides practical guidance on
how companies can resolve the paradoxical challenges they face. How can they be at the same time profitable and responsible,
effective and ethical, sustainable and adaptable? It explores what businesses are doing, what they can and should do to
effectively respond to external challenges, and focuses on how leaders can create cultures, strategies, and designs far beyond
“business as usual”.Stewards must not only make proper current use of that which they hold in trust, they also must leave it in
better condition for use by future generations. Corporate Stewardship challenges managers, executives, and directors of global
corporations to think and act as stewards of both their organizations and the physical and social environments in which they
operate.
Nantes, France, 26 - 30 August 2013
Emerging and Re-Emerging Diseases-Novel Challenges in Today's World
Children's Books in Print
School of Monsters
10 Ten-Minute Animal Stories
Jonathan Adler on Happy Chic Accessorizing
- A hypothesis is a proposition, set forth as an explanation for the occurrence of a phenomenon, that
can be tested. - The basis for scientific investigation is the collection of information to formulate
and test hypotheses. - Experimental methods measure the effect of manipulations caused by the
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investigator; observational methods collect information about naturally occurring events. - There are
three sub-types of experimental techniques that differ in the way subjects are chosen for inclusion in
the study, in the amount of control that the investigator has over variables, and in the method used to
assess changes in other variables. - Descriptive observational studies dominate the early phase of most
investigations and involve the description of disease-related events in the population. Associations
among factors may be observed but the strength of the associations is not measured. - Analytical
observation al techniques are of three basic types: prevalence surveys, case:control studies, and
incidence or cohort studies. All attempt to explain the nature of relationships among various factors
and to measure the strength of associations. - Prevalence surveys and case:control studies deal with
disease existing at the time of the study; incidence studies are concerned with the development of
disease over time. - Observational studies may be retrospective, using existing data, or prospective
with collection of new information.
It has become widely accepted among musicologists that medieval music is most profitably studied from
interdisciplinary perspectives that situate it within broad cultural contexts. The origins of this
consensus lie in a decisive reorientation of the field that began approximately four decades ago. For
much of the twentieth century, research on medieval music had focused on the discovery and evaluation of
musical and theoretical sources. The 1970s and 1980s, by contrast, witnessed calls for broader
methodologies and more fully contextual approaches that in turn anticipated the emergence of the socalled 'New Musicology'. The fifteen essays in the present collection explore three interrelated areas
of inquiry that proved particularly significant: the liturgy, sources (musical and archival), and
musical symbolism. In so doing, these essays not only acknowledge past achievements but also illustrate
how this broad, interdisciplinary approach remains a source for scholarly innovation.
Step-by-step, practical guidance for the acquisition, manipulation,and use of cell sources for tissue
engineering Tissue engineering is a multidisciplinary field incorporatingthe principles of biology,
chemistry, engineering, and medicine tocreate biological substitutes of native tissues for
scientificresearch or clinical use. Specific applications of this technologyinclude studies of tissue
development and function, investigatingdrug response, and tissue repair and replacement. This area
israpidly becoming one of the most promising treatment options forpatients suffering from tissue
failure. Written by leading experts in the field, Culture of Cellsfor Tissue Engineering offers step-bystep, practicalguidance for the acquisition, manipulation, and use of cell sourcesfor tissue
engineering. It offers a unique focus on tissueengineering methods for cell sourcing and utilization,
combiningtheoretical overviews and detailed procedures. Features of the text include: Easy-to-use format
with a two-part organization Logically organized—part one discusses cell sourcing,preparation, and
characterization and the second part examinesspecific engineered tissues Each chapter covers: structural
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and functional properties oftissues, methodological principles, culture, cellselection/expansion, cell
modifications, cell seeding, tissueculture, analytical assays, and a detailed description
ofrepresentative studies End-of-chapter features include useful listings of sources forreagents,
materials, and supplies, with the contact details of thesuppliers listed at the end of the book A
section of elegant color plates to back up the figures in thechapters Culture of Cells for Tissue
Engineering givesnovice and seasoned researchers in tissue engineering an invaluableresource. In
addition, the text is suitable for professionals inrelated research, particularly in those areas where
cell and tissueculture is a new or emerging tool.
Author Index, Title Index, Illustrator Index
Twelve Years a Slave
Culture of Cells for Tissue Engineering
En Busca De LA Cuidad Sumergida/Search for the Sunken City
Belonging, practices and places
Los Animalitos

A children's picture book about a day in the life of a young orangutan in the rainforest canopy of Borneo.
Cultural geography has a long and proud tradition of research into human–plant relations. However, until recently, that tradition has
been somewhat disconnected from conceptual advances in the social sciences, even those to which cultural geographers have made
significant contributions. With a number of important exceptions, plant studies have been less explicitly part of more-than-human
geographies than have animal studies. This book aims to redress this gap, recognising plants and their multiple engagements with and
beyond humans. Plants are not only fundamental to human survival, they play a key role in many of the most important
environmental political issues of the century, including biofuels, carbon economies and food security. This innovative collection
explores themes of belonging, practices and places. Together, the chapters suggest new kinds of ‘vegetal politics’, documenting both
collaborative and conflictual relations between humans, plants and others. They open up new spaces of political action and
subjectivity, challenging political frames that are confined to humans. The book also raises methodological questions and challenges
for future research. This book was published as a special issue of Social and Economic Geography.
What resources underpin the development of a territory? What does territorial management of resources mean? What specific
characteristics and opportunities does territorial organization offer for agricultural production, regulation of sectors, and services?
How are territorial public policies conceived and applied? What methods and tools can be used for territorial development? This book
presents a wide range of studies illustrating how actors, scales and scopes of intervention interact in the development of rural spaces
in countries of the Global South.
All You Need to Know Before You Start School
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Oh My Goddess!
Pete's Big Feet
The African Wild Dog
The discovery of a wrecked galleon and the contents of an old sea chest plunge Flic, Toby and Uncle Ollie into a perilous adventure above
and below the waves.
With lots of things to find and count on every page, this picture book will provide hours of puzzle-solving fun for very young children. The
bright, busy scenes bring to life farms from around the world. Counting sheep has never been so much fun
This Book of Abstracts is the main publication of the 62nd Annual Meeting of the European Association for Animal Production (EAAP)
held in Stavanger, Norway from 29 August - 2 September 2011. It contains abstracts of the invited papers and contributed presentations.
The meeting addressed subjects relating to science and innovation.Also, important problems were discussed during the sessions of EAAP's
nine Commissions: Animal Genetics, Animal Nutrition, Animal Management and Health, Animal Physiology, Cattle Production, Sheep and
Goat Production, Pig Production, Horse Production and Livestock Farming Systems. In addition joint sessions on topics interesting several
disciplines and species were included in the programme.
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